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The Committee finishes. 
 
“The human preference is to observe, know of, visit and experience Heaven as a human. This is 
spocklogical  [not my word, The Committee said that…]  but also elusive. 
  
Humans can sometimes visit Heaven and also retain a memory of it, but your nearly daily visits 
are entirely unremembered and unrecallable, by your design. Where a human death has been 
reversed, what humans label a near death experience, a memory of that is sometimes chosen 
by the soul. 
 
We offer an explanation of the human-biased perspective of Heaven, through the use of this 
incorrect name. No such thing exists for a human as a near death experience, where death of 
the body occurs; either it expires or continues. The description is of the mind; your soul is your 
mind, these are interchangeable, but the human view is that the body and mind are 
permanently attached. They are the opposite; your mind cannot be attached to your body any 
more than light can be attached to the bumper of a car.  
 
The keen, sometimes intense interest humans feel for Heaven arises from the human essence of 
bad avoidance & goodness sought. The default condition for all humans is this; it is the principal 
attraction and often, sole attraction a soul wishes explored when choosing to incarnate. 
 
Heaven is, to the human view, all goodness. All religions offer this view, but the challenge 
human perspectives offer us, is to overcome the human notion that goodness is requires 
contrast with the bad. 
 
In Heaven, goodness unfolds horizontally before you; up & down do not exist. Goodness also 
has depth, but like all things in Heaven, depth has little meaning; that you might wish to see the 
far side of something simply requires that you think it, then you will be there. You will not go 
around, but rather through, to reach the side you wish to visit. 
 
The human views of Heaven, as offered in descriptions of experiences where the body dies but 
is revived, are limited, constrained and shallow versions of what is available. We deliberately say 
available because anything can exist if it can be imagined. 
 
Without skin, noses, eyes and ears humans logically would like to know how sound, sight, touch 
and smell can function. The answer is simple; these abilities already exist for every soul; the 
human or animal body simply channels them through a bodily organ. The combination of the 
receptors and brain which receives detected information, are but crude scaffolding, flimsily 
attached to your soul. Your brain is complex to humans but also is simplistic and crude. The 
mind of any animal possessing one, is horribly constrained by it; from this near mental 
imprisonment great opportunity is born. 
 
Humans envision a hierarchy of beings, calling them alternatively, angels and archangels. Yes, a 
hierarchy exists but the human template falsely imposed upon Heaven and its hierarchy of souls 
is so limited compared to what exists, that it can be accurately described as wrong. Incorrect,  
 



mistaken, erroneous.   
 
The temporary human visit either does not see what we just explained or does see it, but 
chooses to erase it from conscious human memory. Recall would undermine the human 
experience. 
 
If a human wishes to reduce the size of her or his body; physical movement and food intake 
changes will achieve this. The human doing so actively knows which foods and how much 
inactivity are best avoided. The soul decision to exclude from human recall the experience of a 
visit to Heaven, is even simpler than a weight reduction diet. 
 
Your soul appears as a bright point of light to all other souls, when you look upon another, this is 
what you see. The principal difference is the reach and brilliance of the light; as a human on 
Earth, increased distance diminishes the perceived brightness; in Heaven distance amplifies it. 
 
The physical effects of light on Earth do not exist in Heaven; you cannot be sunburnt or blinded; 
what light does is offer love. Does anyone fall deeply in love in the darkness? Only the blind, 
who deliberately choose the absence of sight. The remainder of humans must see what s/he 
loves, be it art, people, pets or anything which draws one closer and supplies great enjoyment, 
contentment and peace. 
 
Your domain is the entire universe and if you wish to visit the other eight, this is also possible. 
Such forays are rare, because little is offered in return for the effort and risk. The comparison we 
offer is the Pacific fish that abandons its school to travel to the Atlantic. Conditions and 
surroundings will be vastly different, added atop the large similarities. The effort to return will 
be equally large; climbing down a mountain might be less difficult than an ascent, but it cannot 
be described as easy.  
 
Within the universe we occupy, you are in Heaven; the borders of Heaven and the universe are 
the same, and the human word Heaven is not what your soul, our souls and all souls, see. The 
human English word universal, meaning one version, is more accurate. One version exists, the 
other eight are necessarily different. 
 
The nine Heavens are a triangle of three triangles, each of the three composed of three, three 
cubed. 
 
We suggest the fascination, even fixation with Heaven, be set aside. If you forget it for a time, 
but then remember and react as if the forgetfulness of longing for more knowledge of Heaven, 
was a shortfall, think again then forget such reaction. 
 
Aboard Earth have you traveled for the adventure Heaven does and cannot offer. The evidence 
of this voyage we offer through your presence on this website and also, the reading of these 
words if you have come to them. In any way that you might have seen what has been typed 
here from what we offered, you came because of the highly enlightened state you already 
reached, to brighten it even more. 
 
Enjoy this time, as short or long as it might seem. When your voyage is complete and your 
destination you reach, we assure you, it will seem short and too brief. Re-incarnation solves this 
dilemma for many of you, the opposite of the rose-colored glasses through which humans view 
Heaven. 



Earth visits are your choice; Heaven is not. Earth troubles are chosen; in Heaven trouble is not 
available. Any and all things humans consider negative, exist not in Heaven. Humans might see 
this as wonderful for a brief moment, but human adults certainly in the vast, vast majority, 
understand this is a temporary condition, even an illusion, on Earth. 
 
In Heaven, negative is not possible; to pass through, under, above, around and along with the 
bad, builds goodness beyond your wildest imagination. The permanence of this quality, 
achievement and highest degree of existence, is deeply, widely and proudly admired 
everywhere in Heaven. Few souls make the attempt, even knowing that failure is not possible 
and shortfalls not available. 
 
All life aboard Earth is progress, enrichment, enlightenment and wonderful development. Enjoy 
every terrible moment, tragedy and disgusting thing with a huge smile, for Heaven awaits where 
smiles abound. 
 
Our honor it is, to address this topic. Please inquire further, we shall make our feeble attempt to 
reply well. Do return, in any case.” 


